
• What is the main difference between 

photojournalism and photography? 
• The main difference is that photography can mean a hole specter 

of things related to photos (photo shooting, equipment, ...) 
and photojournalism is about telling stories true photos 

• Photojournalism is a subset of the universe of photography. The most 

unique characteristic is that in photojournalism you capture what is 

there. You don’t control it, you don’t photoshop it, you don’t set it up. 

A photojournalist documents what he sees. It requires good technical 

skills and a keen eye for observation. Photojournalism can be very 

powerful because you can make strong political and social statements 

with the pictures you take. But, you have to guard against bias. A 

photojournalist should be objective 

• Photography includes photojournalism as a category as well as fine 

art photography, photo illustration and others. Photojournalism is 

usually associated with news but can also include editorial 

photographs in travel, home decor, and so on. There are also many 

types of photography which might be included in more than one 

category. Many editorial images can easily be considered fine art. 

Sometimes a still life studio shot is photojournalism. It’s hard to 

categorize images! 

• Photojournalism is the visual story telling dealing with the everyday 

lives of people and the many facets of their daily activities. 

Photojournalism can chronicle the life of the inner city, soldiers 

fighting on the battlefield, or a Little League baseball game. 

Photography, on the other hand, depicts images taken with a camera. 

It is a much broader brush than photojournalism. Photojournalism 

deals with PEOPLE, while photography deals with making visual 

images of anything. 

• Photojournalism is communicative photography to tell a story. A 

photojournalist has the same responsibilities as any other reporter, i.e. 



to tell the story without prejudice or preference. Just the truth. The 

advantage that photojournalism can have if done effectively, is that 

the viewer need not speak the language, just the ability to see. 

• Photojournalism is a specific branch of photography dealing with 

mostly current events (catastrophic, social and public interest). 

Photography has a much wider range of specializations: product, 

editorial, scientific, etc 

• There are definitely a whole lot that's very different about these two 
first I'll talk about their their broadness and narrowness respectively, 
first photography is the use of light electro magnetic field combined 
with skills to capture images whatsoever, while photojournalism on 
the other hand is presenting journalism in camera and lense which is 
is even more narrow, photography covers any length while 
photojournalism is more of reporting in visual form. 

• Basically anybody can be a photographer, while you'll need a degree 
if you want to be a photojournalist, because photojournalism follow 
strict rules and adherence while photography allows you to be 
creative, explore and may basically not have much rules if you ask 
me. 

• These two basically uses camera as well but the truth is that the both 
allows you to be proffesional and earn however in photojournalism 
you'll need a degree from a university in other to get a job in a 
telecommunications firm or newspaper as a journalist with lenses 
either way a photographer can be a freelancers while a 
photojournalist is narrowed to a firm in a contract and collecting basic 
salaries as well. 

• Basically a photojournalist do not rely on the moments or magic of the 
image, the main job of a photojournalist is to report news with camera 
whether the moment is right or not, but unlike a photographer they 
rely on the moment and the scenario to bring amazing images as well 
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